Abstract. We present an initial version of Regular Boardgames general game description language. This stands as an extension of Simplified Boardgames language. Our language is designed to be able to express the rules of a majority of popular boardgames including the complex rules such as promotions, castling, en passant, jump captures, liberty captures, and obligatory moves. The language describes all the above through one consistent general mechanism based on regular expressions, without using exceptions or ad hoc rules.
1. Introduction 1.1. Simplified Boardgames. Simplified Boardgames is the class of fairy chess-like games introduced by Björnsson in [1] . The language describes turn-based, two player, zero-sum chess-like games on a rectangular board with piece movements described by regular languages and independent on the move history. It was slightly extended in [2] , and used as a comparison class for assessing the level of Stanford's GGP programs.
The language can describe many of the fairy chess variants in a concise way. Unlike Metagame [4] , Simplified Boardgames include games with asymmetry and position-dependent moves (e.g. Chess initial double pawn move). The usage of finite automata for describing pieces' rules, and thus to move generation, allows fast and efficient computation of all legal moves given a board setup, however, it causes some important limitations. For example it is impossible to express actions like castling, en-passant, or promotions.
Here we follow the class formalization from [3] to provide a shortened necessary introduction. The game is played between the two players, black and white, on a rectangular board of size width×height. White player is always the first to move. Although it may be asymmetric, the initial position is given from the perspective of the white player, i.e. forward means "up" for white, and "down" for black.
During a single turn, the player has to make a move using one of his pieces. Making a move is done by choosing the piece and changing its position according to the specified movement rule for this piece. At any time, at most one piece can occupy a square, so finishing the move on a square containing a piece (regardless of the owner) results in removing it (capturing). No piece addition is possible. After performing a move, the player gives control to the opponent.
For a given piece, the set of its legal moves is defined as the set of words described by a regular expression over an alphabet Σ containing triplets (∆x, ∆y, on), where ∆x and ∆y are relative column/row distances, and on ∈ {e, p, w} describes the content of the destination square: e indicates an empty square, p a square occupied by an opponent piece, and w a square occupied by an own piece. A positive ∆y means forward, which is a subjective direction, and differs in meaning depending on the player.
Consider a piece and a word w ∈ Σ * that belongs to the language described by the regular expression in the movement rule for this piece. Let w = a 1 a 2 . . . a k , where each a i = (∆x i , ∆y i , on i ), and suppose that the piece stands on a square x, y . Then, w describes a move of the piece, which is applicable in the current board position if and only if, for every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the content condition on i is fulfilled by the content of the square x + i j=1 ∆x j , y + i j=1 ∆y j . The move of w changes the position of the piece piece from x, y to
For example, the movement rule of the rook in chess is expressed by: R (0,1,e)^*((0,1,e)+(0,1,p)) + (0,-1,e)^*((0,-1,e)+(0,-1,p)) +
(1,0,e)^*((1,0,e)+(1,0,p)) + (-1,0,e)^*((-1,0,e)+(-1,0,p)) & There are three types of terminal conditions that can be defined. The first one is based on the turnlimit, whose exceedance automatically causes a draw if no other terminal condition is fulfilled. A player can win by moving a certain piece to a fixed set of squares (e.g. move a pawn to the opponent backrank). Alternatively, a player can lose if the number of his pieces of a certain type reaches a given amount (e.g. 0 king type pieces). The terminal conditions can be asymmetric. A player automatically loses the game when he has no legal moves at the beginning of his turn.
1.2. Regular Boardgames. The construction of Regular Boardgames aims to remove most of the Simplified Boardgames restrictions. It emerged from an analysis of popular boardgames (not only chess variants and checkers but also go, tic-tac-toe, exchange games and games for more than two players), and a try to generalize the concepts they use. Our goal was to provide maximal expressiveness under the one common set of rules, without introducing special cases. The resulting language allows to describe many non-standard behaviors, although, as no shortcutting exceptions are provided, they may require non-trivial usage of the language constructions. Of course still there are some concepts that are impossible to express, e.g. counting the board repetitions, as it requires to store the game history. Summarizing, the main features of this extension are:
(1) A possibility to remove existing pieces or produce new pieces during a move (to express promotions in chess or sequential capture in checkers). (2) Priorities, forcing to perform a move with the highest possible priority (to express that a sequential capture must take a maximal number of pieces in checkers; also helpful in expressing complex behaviors like en passant). (3) Regular expressions as terminal conditions (to express e.g three in a row rule in tic-tac-toe). (4) A lot of minor syntax and semantic issues, like the arbitrary selection of the next player after a move. (5) C-like macros to make writing game descriptions easier. In the following sections we present detailed language syntax with the descriptions of semantics, and an example of the fully defined game.
Syntax and Semantics
In this section we provide the formal grammar of Regular Boardgames in the EBNF format. The grammar is introduced in steps, alongside with the description of each part, to make it more convenient to the reader.
The start non-terminal symbol is "rbg". Tokens can be separated using any whitespace characters forming strings of arbitrary lengths. C-like comments can appear anywhere in the game definition: "//" starts a line comment and every next character in the line is ignored. "/*" starts a multiline comment and every character is ignored until the first occurrence of "*/".
The main sections of the game, defined by "rbg" symbol, can be defined in any order. Moreover, macrodefinitions (described in details in Section 2.1), can appear anywhere inside the sections, as they are in some sense not a part of the final language. The actual game code is the one after unwrapping all defined macros. Lastly, it has to be pointed out that all constructions, to be valid, have to be syntactically correct after applying the macros. That is -it is valid to have e.g. expressions and macros with unmaching brackets, as long as they match after the full expansion of all contained macros.
Board initialization.
The initial game position is given in the #board definition consisting of board's width and height followed by the pieces names. Pieces can be named as any string containing alphanumeric characters. The ordering of given pieces works as follows: first given piece is in the top row, leftmost column, the second one is top row, second column, etc. It is not possible to skip any square. If one wants to leave the square empty, some dummy piece has to be put there. The bottom row, leftmost column is (0, 0) square. Below, the example of initializing the board of simple chess Silverman 4 × 5 variant 1 (using macros).
#def PIECES(color) = color~Rook color~King color~Queen color~Rook #def COPY5(piece) = piece piece piece piece piece #board 4 5 PIECES(Black) COPY5(BlackPawn) COPY5(empty) COPY5(WhitePawn) PIECES(White) 2.3. Players definition. The definition of the player rules, is the core element of the game. The order of the players is defined in the #order list, while the set of legal moves of each player is described by the proper player definition.
Legal moves are defined in the sets described in the descending order of priority. If there is any move legal in the higher-priority set, it has to made by the player. Only in the opposite case the moves from the next lower-priority set can be tried.
Which player turn should be next, is determined by the move the current player will choose. For every set of moves described by the regular language given in single movexpr different effect can be set. There are two ways to specify the next player. First is to explicitly put the player name, while the second is to put the number indicating offside given the established player order (i.e. +1 is always the next player, and the first player after the last one).
If next player is not specified, the so-called semimove occurs. The turn counter does not increase, and the current player can perform another move.
player ::= '#player', playername, movexpr, {'+>', movexpr} ; playername ::= alpha, {alphanum} ; order ::= '#order', playername, {playername} ; 2.4. Movement rules. Here, we present movexpr non-terminal, which encodes the regular language of possible piece movements.
This language is the set of words over the alphabet Σ, containing quadruples (∆x, ∆y, on, off ) and all players names. ∆x and ∆y are relative column/row distances, on is the set of pieces which can stay on the square to enter (i.e. the precondition), and off is the set of pieces which can be left after the passing. We assume that x ∈ {−width + 1, . . . , width − 1}, and y ∈ {−height + 1, . . . , height − 1}, and so Σ is finite. It should be noted that nextplayer can appear on every level of movexpr tree as long as it fulfills one condition. Square brackets enclosed player name or offset can appear only at the end of every word generated by movexpr expression. It is allowed to not appear at all. 1,1,e))(1,1,e) A number of special cases can be defined for a single move step. If not specified, ∆x, ∆y are equal to 0. Empty on axis accepts any square. Empty off is automatically equal to the current content of the square.
Consider a word w ∈ Σ * that belongs to the language described by the regular expression in the movement rule. The move can be performed from any square, as long as the formula is fulfilled. Let w = a 1 a 2 . . . a k , where each a i = (∆x i , ∆y i , on i ), and we consider a square x, y .
Then, w describes a move, which is applicable in the current board position if and only if, for every i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the content condition on i is fulfilled by the content of the square x + i j=1 ∆x j , y + i j=1 ∆y j . Note that the content of any intermediate square may depend on the piece left on that square by the postcondition (off ) on the previous visit on that square.
A single capturing jump by checkers man piece can be described as follows (assuming the macro empty indicates an empty square, and opponents a set of opponent pieces):
#def MAN_CAPTURE = (man/empty)((1,1,{opponents}/empty)(1,1,empty/man) + (-1,1,{opponents}/empty)(-1,1,empty/man)) 2.5. Goals and terminal conditions. Lastly, the terminal conditions for each player are defined in goal sections. The goals can be different for each player, and they are boolean formulas evaluating to true or false after every move along with a positive number which represents player's potential score. The endgame and score are computed in the following way:
• If no player has his goal expression evaluated to true -the game continues.
• If any player have his goal formula fulfilled, the game ends. The score of every player whose formula is fulfilled is the natural number specified in his goal section. The other players get no points. This way, the draw is expressed by the simultaneous occurrence of winning conditions for multiple players. , and the current turn. Turn counter starts with 1 and increases each time the move with specified 'nextplayer' is used.
• Square occupancy check, which evaluates to true iff. a given piece stands on a given square.
The squares are identified using the absolute coordinates -(0, 0) being the bottom-left corner, and (height − 1, 0) being the top-left corner in the initial position.
• Movement patterns. Iff. there exist a square for which a given move is legal, the it is evaluated to true. Movement pattern cannot contain any off. Goal conditions are checked after the player's turn and are not checked after semimoves. It means, that that no player can win or lose if current move does not specify a next player. The exception is when the current player cannot perform legal move. In this case he automatically loses regardless of the next player specification .
The goal section for the Chess variant without promotions, where the turnlimit is set to 100 and reaching the opponent backrank with the pawn wins the game, is presented below. 1,o,fig ) + RIDE ( -1 ,1,o,fig ) + RIDE (1 , -1 ,o,fig ) + RIDE ( -1 , -1 ,o,fig 
